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Figure S1. Gambling task used in the study with adults: (a) task structure and (b) example 
gamble. The task structure (panel a) consisted of the elicitation of 12 indifference points to obtain 
the gain equivalents of each of the losses used during the effort task (all integers between –6 and 
–1) and the loss equivalents of each of the gains (all integers between +1 and +6). The order of 
elicitation of the various indifference points was randomized across participants. Elicitation of 
each indifference point consisted of a sequence of a variable number of gambles (determined by 
the bisection method; Figures S2 and S3). The estimated indifference points were used to 
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calculate the participant’s loss aversion parameter (λ; see Methods in the main text). In each 
gamble (panel b), participants chose between accepting a probabilistic gamble or neither winning 
nor losing points (0 points with 100% probability) by pressing the left or right arrow to select the 
left or right option, respectively (Option A or Option B, respectively). When participants indicated 
their choice, the selected option turned yellow; then, following a 1.5-second delay, the next 
gamble appeared. All probabilistic gambles involved a gain and a loss (of equal or different 
magnitudes), with equal probabilities (50% each). The gambling option appeared half of the time 
on the right and half on the left. The elicitation of each indifference point started with a gamble in 
which the magnitude of the gain and loss in the gamble was the same (e.g., a gamble involving –
4 and +4, as shown in the figure). Then, if the elicitation involved finding the gain equivalent of a 
loss, on each subsequent gamble the gain would be changed dynamically according to the 
bisection method (Figures S2 and S3) while the loss was kept constant, until the gain equivalent 
of the loss was found. Conversely, if the elicitation involved finding the loss equivalent of a gain, 
on each gamble the loss would be changed dynamically according to the bisection method while 
the gain was kept constant, until the loss equivalent of the gain was found. In both cases, once 
the equivalent was found, the elicitation of the next indifference point started. Transitions between 
the elicitation of different indifference points were not signaled.  
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Figure S2. The bisection method used in the gambling task in the study with adults. The bisection 
method dynamically determines the sequence of gambles used to elicit an indifference point as a 
function of the participant’s trial-to-trial choices; it can be used to find the positive equivalent of a 
loss or the negative equivalent of a gain. In both cases, the method reaches an indifference point 
by gradually narrowing the possible range in which the indifference point is found until that range 
is sufficiently narrow that one considers that one found the approximate indifference point. This 
range is delimited by an upper value, Ut, and a lower value, Lt (where t indexes the gamble 
number); the candidate indifference point, It, which is shown to the participant on each gamble, 
lies in the middle of that range [It=(Ut+Lt)/2]. From gamble to gamble (i.e., from t to t+1), there is 
typically a narrowing of the space between Ut and Lt, as one gains more information about the 
correct range wherein the indifference point lies. The space above Ut and below Lt, shown in 
hatching, shows the space that has already been excluded (i.e., the space in which we know that 
the indifference point cannot lie). For each indifference point, the gambling option always started 
with symmetric values. The first row (panel a) shows the procedure for narrowing the space 
between Ut and Lt. The panel shows a gamble at time t in the middle (beige shading) and the 
adjustments to the gamble at time t+1 (blue shading) depending on whether the participant did 
not or did accept the gamble at time t (“NO” or “YES,” respectively; left or right, respectively). 
Suppose that at time t we have values Ut, Lt, and It [with It = (Ut+Lt)/2] (middle; beige). If the 
participant rejects the gamble (“NO”; left, blue), then we know that the indifference point must be 
larger than It (i.e., the gamble must be made better); thus, we make Lt+1 = It, keep U unchanged 
(Ut+1 = Ut), and calculate the new indifference point [It+1 = (Ut+1+Lt+1)/2]. If, on the other hand, the 
participant accepts the gamble (“YES”; right, blue), then we know that the indifference point must 
be smaller than or equal to It (i.e., the gamble must be made worse); thus, we make Ut+1 = It, keep 
L unchanged (Lt+1=Lt), and calculate the new indifference point [It+1=(Ut+1+Lt+1)/2]. The second row 
(panel b) shows the initial trials when finding the positive equivalent of a loss. To find the positive 
equivalent of a loss, the loss was kept constant and the gain was adjusted dynamically. In the first 
trial, we only know that the positive equivalent is greater than or equal to 0, so Lt = 0; we do not 
yet have an upper bound, so Ut is undefined (middle; beige). If the participant rejects the gamble 
(“NO”; left, blue), then we know that the indifference point must be larger than It, so we make Lt+1 
= It, and U unchanged remains undefined (Ut+1 is undefined). Given that we cannot use the usual 
midpoint formula to calculate It+1 [It+1 = (Ut+1+Lt+1)/2] because Ut+1 is undefined, but we know that 
the indifference point must be larger than It, we double It [It+1= 2 It]. This situation of an undefined 
upper bound will continue as long as the participant continues to reject the gamble (in which case 
the indifference point will be consecutively doubled). When the participant first accepts a gamble 
(“YES”; right, blue), however, the upper bound becomes defined: we then know that the 
indifference point must be smaller than or equal to It, so we make Ut+1 = It, keep L unchanged 
(Lt+1=Lt), and calculate the new indifference point using the midpoint between L and U 
[It+1=(Ut+1+Lt+1)/2]. The third row (panel c) shows the initial trials when finding the negative 
equivalent of a gain. To find the negative equivalent of a gain, the gain was kept constant and the 
loss was adjusted dynamically. In the first trial, we only know that the negative equivalent is 
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smaller than or equal to 0, so Ut = 0; we do not yet have a lower bound, so Lt is undefined (middle; 
beige). If the participant accepts the gamble (“YES”; right, blue), then we know that the 
indifference point must be smaller than It, so we make Ut+1 = It, and L unchanged remains 
undefined (Lt+1 is undefined). Given that we cannot use the usual midpoint formula to calculate It+1 

[It+1 = (Ut+1+Lt+1)/2] because Lt+1 is undefined, but we know that the indifference point must be 
smaller than It, we double It [It+1= 2 It]. This situation of an undefined lower bound will continue as 
long as the participant continues to accept the gamble (in which case the indifference point will 
be consecutively doubled). When the participant first rejects a gamble (“NO”; left, blue), however, 
the lower bound becomes defined: we then know that the indifference point must be greater than 
or equal to It, so we make Lt+1 = It, keep U unchanged (Ut+1=Ut), and calculate the new indifference 
point using the midpoint between L and U [It+1=(Ut+1+Lt+1)/2]. The fourth row (panel d) shows an 
example of the bisection method in action. This situation corresponds to a case finding the 
negative equivalent of a gain of +4 points. Initially, at time t, It = –4 (because all trials started 
symmetrically), Ut = 0 (because we are finding a negative equivalent, so we know it has to be 
smaller than or equal to 0), and Lt is undefined. The sequence of participant decisions leads, 
through the sequential application of the rules in panels A and C, to a gradual narrowing of the 
range delimiting the indifference point (from left to right). This process continues until the 
difference between the new indifference point and the previous indifference point is lower than 
0.2 (It+6 − It+5 < 0.2), at which point we know that we have found the indifference point to a good 
approximation. This same example is illustrated graphically in a different manner in Figure S3. 
The main advantage of our task, compared to others that also use the bisection method, is its 
short duration. This shorter duration, however, means that we only estimate λ and not other 
parameters, such as the concavity of the utility function in the gain and loss domains, which we 
consider linear here. We also did not attempt to estimate the probability discount factor because 
doing so would be of limited usefulness for our purposes: as explained in the main text, we 
specifically designed the effort task in a way that minimizes any possible effects of probability 
discounting.  
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Figure S3. Example of the elicitation of one indifference point using the bisection method (which 
was used in the gambling task in the study with adults). In this example, the negative value was 
varied to find the negative equivalent of +4. The arrows indicate the flow of time; the values on 
the axis indicate the candidate indifference points, I, on each trial. As always, the elicitation started 
with equal positive and negative numbers: (–4, +4); the initial candidate indifference point was 
therefore –4. The negative number was then varied depending on whether the participant 
accepted or rejected the gamble (Figure S2). If the participant accepted the gamble, the gamble 
was made worse by making the next candidate indifference point more negative (red arrows); if 
the participant rejected the gamble, the gamble was made better by making the candidate 
indifference point less negative (green arrows). In this example, the participant made the following 
sequence of choices, which led to the indicated gambles: (a) the participant refused the first 
gamble, (–4, +4), so the second gamble became better: (–2, +4); (b) the participant then accepted 
this gamble, so the next gamble became worse: (–3, +4); (c) the participant then rejected this 
gamble, so the next gamble became better: (–2.5, +4); (d) the participant then accepted this 
gamble, so the next gamble became worse: (–2.75, +4); (e) the participant then accepted this 
gamble, so the next gamble became worse: (–2.875, +4). Given that the difference between the 
last two iterations was lower than 0.20, the indifference point was reached: (–2.875, +4). Thus, 
the negative equivalent of +4 in this example is –2.875.  
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Figure S4. Percentage difference between high-effort (HE) choices in loss-avoidance and gain 
conditions (calculated as the percentage of HE choices in the loss-avoidance condition minus the 
percentage of HE choices in the gain condition) in (a) the experiment with adults (N=32) and (b) 
the experiment with children and adolescents (N=29). The bar shows the mean (± SEM); the 
circles show the values for each individual participant (and are jittered horizontally to allow 
visualization of overlapping participants). An overwhelming majority of participants had a positive 
value for the difference, in both the experiment with adults (28 out of 32 participants; 87.5%; 
binomial test comparing this percentage to 50%: p < .001) and the experiment with children and 
adolescents (21 out of 28 participants; 75%; binomial test comparing this percentage to 50%: p = 
.024). (An additional 4 children/adolescents had a value of 0 for the difference, so only 4 out of 
the 29 children and adolescents, i.e., 14%, had negative values for the difference—a number that 
is similar to that for the adults, 12.5%.) 
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Figure S5. Values of the coefficient that indicates the difference between high-effort choices in 
loss-avoidance vs. gain trials (βi,diff) in the effort task in (a) the experiment with adults (N=32) and 
(b) the experiment with children and adolescents (N=29). For each experiment, the bar shows the 
value of the coefficient, the error bar shows the coefficient’s standard error, and the circles indicate 
individual participants jittered horizontally to allow visualization of overlapping participants. 
Positive values of βi,diff indicate more effort in loss-avoidance than in gain trials. All participants in 
both experiments had positive values of βi,diff.  
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Figure S6. Scatterplot showing the absence of systematic relation between the total proportion 
of high-effort (HE) choices and calibration times in (a) the experiment with adults (N=32) and (b) 
the experiment with children and adolescents (N=29).   
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Figure S7. Examples of participants (participants 11 and 12 in the study with adults) with outlying 
datapoints that are inconsistent with the participant’s own preferences in the gambling task (used 
in the study with adults). Green circles indicate the negative equivalents of positive numbers; red 
circles indicate the positive equivalents of negative numbers. Solid lines indicate linear fits for the 
individual participants (obtained by adding the participant’s random effect to the fixed effect of the 
linear mixed models; see Methods). Dashed lines have a slope of 1. Thus, a solid line steeper 
than the dashed line is indicative of loss aversion. The left column (panel a) shows all datapoints 
for each participant, including the outlying datapoints, which are indicated by open circles. These 
datapoints are clearly identifiable as outliers not only because they are far from the other 
datapoints (the traditional definition of outlier) but also because they show inconsistency with the 
participant’s other datapoints. Participant 11 (top) indicated a larger negative equivalent for +5 
(open green circle) than for +6, and the negative equivalent for +5 is far from the linear fit. 
Participant 12 (bottom) indicated a strongly negative equivalent for +3 (open green circle) that is 
extremely out of order relative to the participant’s own negative equivalents for the other positive 
numbers: the participant’s negative equivalents for +4, +5, and +6 are all substantially smaller 
and much closer to the linear fit. The right column (panel b) shows the data and fits after removing 
outliers. Using Cook’s distance (see Methods) correctly identified the outliers, allowing us to 
remove them automatically. The resulting fits were greatly improved.   
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Figure S8. Effect of outlier removal in the gambling task in the study with adults. Automatic outlier 
removal using Cook’s distance (see Methods) eliminated virtually all large residuals, making the 
distribution substantially more peaked, with residuals clustered much more closely around 0. 
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Figure S9. Scatterplot showing the lack of systematic relation between the coefficients estimated 
from the effort and gambling tasks for each participant, in the study with adults (N=32). Coefficient 𝛽i,diff indicates the extent to which a participant made more effort in gain relative to loss-avoidance 
trials in the effort task; coefficient λ indicates the extent of loss avoidance shown by the participant 
in the gambling task. Visual inspection suggests that there is no systematic relation, linear or 
nonlinear, between the coefficients.   
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Figure S10. Effects of converting the losses to equivalent gains in the effort task at the individual-
participant level, in the study with adults. We converted the losses to equivalent gains on a 
participant-by-participant basis by multiplying the absolute value of each loss (with magnitudes -
6 through -1) by the participant’s individual λ coefficient. Open green squares represent the 
percentage of high-effort (HE) choices in the gain condition; solid red squares represent the 
percentage of HE choices in the loss-avoidance condition, with losses converted to equivalent 
gains as described. Lines—dashed green and solid red for the gain and loss-avoidance 
conditions, respectively—represent the fit corresponding to the sum of the fixed effects and the 
participant-specific random effects from a mixed-effects logistic regression. 
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Figure S11. Positive equivalents for each magnitude of the negative values (red circles) and 
negative equivalents for each magnitude of the positive values (green circles) for each individual 
participant in the gambling task, in the study with adults (N=32). Outliers were removed using 
Cook’s distance (see Methods). The solid line represents the linear fit for each participant 
obtained by summing the participant’s random effect to the corresponding fixed effect of a linear 
mixed model (see Methods). The dashed line has a slope of 1. Thus, participants for whom the 
solid line is steeper than the dashed line are loss averse; participants for whom the dashed line 
is steeper than the solid line are gain seeking. Most participants are loss averse (Figure S12). 
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Figure S12. Values of the loss aversion coefficient (λ) obtained by applying a linear mixed model 
to the gambling task in the study with adults (see Methods). The bar shows the fixed effect for λ, 
the error bar shows its standard error, and circles indicate the values of λ for the individual 
participants jittered horizontally to allow visualization of overlapping participants (N=32). The 
dashed line at 1 separates values of λ that indicate loss aversion (λ > 1) from those that indicate 
gain-seeking behavior (λ < 1). More participants were loss averse than gain seeking (20 vs. 12, 
62.5% vs. 37.5%, respectively). 
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Figure S13. Mean (± SEM) percentage of attempted high-effort (HE) trials that were not 
successfully completed (i.e., in which the participant failed to inflate the balloon in the available 
time) in the effort task, in gain (open green squares; dashed green line) and loss-avoidance (filled 
red squares; solid red line) conditions, for each magnitude (integers between 1 and 6), in (a) the 
experiment with adults (N=32) and (b) the experiment with children and adolescents (N=29). Error 
bars represent within-subjects SEMs by applying Morey’s correction (Morey, 2008). 
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Figure S14. Mean (± SEM) percentage of retries of the high-effort (HE) option after failing to 
successfully complete that option, in gain (green) and loss-avoidance (red) conditions, in (a) the 
experiment with adults and (b) the experiment with children and adolescents. Error bars represent 
within-subjects SEMs by applying Morey’s correction (Morey, 2008). 

 

 


